ABSTRACT: Integrated design synthesizes combinations of options to take advantage of interactions that maximize multidisciplinary value. As resources become further constrained, options more numerous and goals increasingly complex, it is more critical and more challenging for design teams to find these integrated solutions. Theory proposes the integration of transformation, flow, and value (TFV) views as necessary to support such integrated design. This paper develops requirements for these views that encourage creative, flexible, and yet systematic integrated conceptual design processes. It then illustrates how these requirements are only partially satisfied by current design management systems and introduces a new framework, Multi-Attribute Interaction Design (MAID) to fill this void by systematically guiding design teams to explicitly consider the potential interactions of options and the resulting value of design solutions. We demonstrate the use of MAID on two industry case studies, illustrating how the integrated TFV views can lead teams to discover and record more interactions and higher value solutions than current practice.
Introduction: Integrated Design
Design consists of many interdependent decisions" (Lewis et al., 2007) . These decisions are complex; each has associated objectives, constraints, alternatives and analyses. Project complexity motivates the division of large decisions into smaller ones, but project value often lies at the intersections of these separate and specialized knowledge disciplines (Rechtin, 1991) . Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) design teams struggle with this tension between specialization and integration.
Integrated AEC design is becoming more complicated due to an increase in the number of options, goals, and ways that these elements impact each other. Every day, new building technologies enter the marketplace. Due to interactions, arithmetically increasing numbers of options creates geometrically increasing numbers of potential holistic solutions. Furthermore, this enlarging set of possible solutions has impacts for new and more quantitative and qualitative objectives. The collection of these objectives is often represented by the ecology-economy-equity trilogy of goals used to represent integrated building performance (i.e., McDonough & Braungart, 1998) . For example, during feasibility design of the Green Dorm at Stanford University, stakeholders identified thirty objectives relating to energy, research potential, cost, human comfort, sociability, and privacy (EHDD, 2006) . Design teams must somehow equitably and efficiently evaluate all increasing numbers of potential designs based on these new and varied objectives. Hawken et al. (1999) describe the concept of "Tunneling through the Cost Barrier" providing a notable example of how project value can be found in the interactions of options and goals. They describe the scenario of a design team trying to decide which energy efficiency improvements to make on a conventional house. In traditional practice, designers would weigh the cost of any improvement against the money saved by not having to pay for the extra energy, with successive additions resulting in fewer energy savings until the cost of installation outweighed the lifetime energy cost savings (Figure 1, Left) . In this traditional process of value engineering, the interdependencies of options and goals are ignored, and the cost of green improvements quickly outweighs their monetary benefit. (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins 1999) The concept of tunneling through the cost barrier recommends proceeding differently, analyzing the consequences of making all the improvements simultaneously. They find doing so decreases the energy load of the house to a level that can be managed with much smaller heating and cooling equipment -or even without equipment at all. This savings in initial capital (as opposed to just in lifetime energy costs) far outweigh even the costs of all the improvements together, and as a result, achieves positive gains in both cost and energy use (Figure 1 , Right). They successfully sort through many new technologies and the addition of a new goal (energy use) to find a holistic solution.
In essence, Hawkens et al. succeed in finding an optimal design, because they note interactions between technologies -places where the value of a combination of options is greater than the sum of the individual parts -that have positive consequences for his project goals (cost and energy). Such success should encourage the construction of a method that can systematically document these interactions and generate high-performing solutions. However, there currently exist two obstacles to such a method. First, although rare experts such as Amory Lovins (author of the chapter in Hawken et al.) himself may have the knowledge to analyze a building as an entire system, in traditional AEC practice, the responsibility for different decisions (e.g. windows and insulation) often fall to different people who lack the knowledge base of the other. It is entirely conceivable that without explicit frameworks for doing so, they may not communicate about the potential for positive interactions between options in their separate disciplines. Second, although Lovins is able to tunnel through a cost barrier by identifying positive interactions in energy savings, goals for modern buildings are much broader than these alone; further barriers through which to tunnel may exist.
Project management theory recommends exploring this complexity as early in the design process as possible (Barrie & Paulson, 1992) , to increase knowledge of interdependencies and develop better alternatives before the potential for such integrated solutions is removed (Simpson et al., 1998) . Communicating about sets of options early in design can prevent the constraining of a design team's thinking to one particular solution (Sobek & Ward, 1996) . At the beginning of a design process, however, design teams are faced with a theoretically infinite number of potentials solutions. Thus, they need a method to rationally explore this large space in search of a smaller and more addressable number of solutions for further investigation. At these early stages of design, there exists much uncertainty about precise performance data, making exploration of project value for increasing numbers of options extremely difficult. Design teams do not have the time nor the resources needed to resolve this uncertainty, and thus they require flexible conceptual tools for input and inquiry.
Theorists such as Krishnamurti (2004) and Girerd (2005) and industry laboratories like the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have defined a large "solution space" containing all possible candidate solutions and a smaller "tradespace" of feasible and valuable candidate solutions to be investigated further. With these definitions, we can formally define our observed problem:
Currently, the AEC industry lacks an explicit, multidisciplinary conceptual design method to explicitly and flexibly define, manage, and narrow --through analysis of interactions --a multi-decision, multi-objective solution space to a feasible and valuable trade space.
As a result, design teams tend to select only a few candidate solutions from a very large number possible without explicit rationale for doing so. They have very little way of ensuring confidence in the solutions they have chosen to explore, and they have little rationale to justify their decisions. To address this challenge, this paper formulates a conceptual design method. Section 2 establishes our theoretical framework of requirements and metrics for conceptual design systems. Section 3 reviews several existing design management systems with respect to the requirements. Section 4 describes a methodology, Multi-Attribute Interaction Design (MAID), which we developed to satisfy the requirements. Section 5 explores its effects on two specific case studies, and Section 6 briefly details its contribution to design theory literature. Section 7 concludes with issues for further research.
Theoretical Framework: Requirements and Metrics for Conceptual Design
This section defines a theoretical framework for solving the observed problem. We aim to create a method to help design teams explicitly and flexibly document and explore the largest percentage of options and combinations of options with respect to the largest number of objectives. Improving these design processes, however, requires understanding the types of information such a process will need to manage and clearly defining metrics for measuring improvement. Ballard and Koskela (1998) propose that engineering requires managing three types of views: the conversion, or sometimes called the transformation, view, the flow view, and the value view. The conversion view focuses solely on completing tasks, often by dividing a project into discrete elements and responsibilities. Breakdown structures are one example of managing conversion views. Although conversion views usually ensure the completion of a project to required specifications, considerations of time and overall project value are absent.
Framework for Information Processing in Conceptual Design
The flow view focuses on reducing waste and rework. Managing the flow view means ordering tasks appropriately and promoting team communication. If we say that project tasks are broken down and represented in the conversion view, then the flow view makes sure that information from one task is conveyed to another one for purposes of avoiding confusion and promoting teamwork. For example, the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) method helps designers visually convey required information flow from one task to another.
The value view focuses on maximizing benefit to stakeholders, ideally according to a set of complete and well-defined project objectives. As examples, Green (1994) presents one method for transparently and exhaustively defining project objectives, and Haymaker & Chachere (2006) further proposes a method for systematically measuring value of potential solutions with respect to these objectives. In the value view, breakdown of information and information flow (conversion and flow views) are abstracted away in favor of isolated evaluations of solutions. Of course, the very creation of these solutions relies on these other views, reinforcing their mutually dependent nature. Ballard and Koskela (1998) theorize that the AEC community should strive to create design management tools that integrate and balance these three views. In particular for conceptual design, options are usually defined and broken down in the conversion view, the objectives managed in the value view, and teamwork that can communicate interactions between options and objectives measured in the flow view. Creation of a process that manages all three views is likely to meet our aims.
These requirements for information processing must be placed in a well-defined conceptual design context. Weber and Condoor (1998) characterize effective conceptual design as occurring through two key steps: first, the division of design into smaller decisions, and second, the exploration of several conceptual designs through the explicit combination of proposed solutions to these topics. Pahl et al. (2007) elaborate further, proposing five steps: identifying essential problems (i.e. establishing objectives), establishing topics, proposing options for topics, finding suitable combinations of options, and then selecting the best combinations thereof. Both of these characterizations can be described according to the three engineering views: the conversion view breaks down a project into distinct options and tasks, the flow view helps to organize information between them, and the value views drives creation of potential solutions according to project objectives. As such, we will attempt to build our information management requirements into these fundamental steps for conceptual design.
It is important to specify the type of creativity and conceptual design ability we hope to facilitate with our method. Shah et al. (2003) propose two different types of "ideation methods": intuitive and logical. So as to fit better with conversion views of engineering and Weber's and Condoor's (1998) above description of conceptual design, we aim for a logical method, which focuses on "systematic decomposition and analysis" of a design problem. Within the category of logical ideation methods, there exist two subcategories-historybased and analytical. Our process should be mostly analytical, focusing on "systematically analyzing basic relations, causal chains, and desirable/undesirable attributes" (Shah et al., 2003) . Of course, any design is inherently history-based, as it draws upon existing knowledge. However, our methodology should facilitate multidisciplinary communication for creative means, not the use of catalogued design data.
Integration of the three engineering views at a very precise level during conceptual design may be inadvisable when information uncertainties are great. Even within one view, acknowledgments of uncertainty and limits on rationality require simplification and arbitrary classification of data (Simon, 1977) . Such simplification during conceptual design is in accord with Jansson's (1990) claim that the most creative ideas are generated from relatively simple concepts. Classifying our desired method as logical-analytical further clarifies the type of structured creativity that we hope to facilitate in our new conceptual design process. Our method falls in between a pure "brainstorming" exercise and a more schematic design process, in that it is fully structured but not meant to be completely precise. Chachere and Haymaker (2008) show that such methods for documenting decision rationale provide evidence and reasoning that can help explain decisions and develop consensus for later use during a given project, or for future projects.
Even with the advance of computers whose computational powers allow exploration of larger numbers of solutions (Woodbury & Burrow, 2006) , limitations of software integration and aforementioned complexity make computer-driven parametric multidisciplinary analysis difficult at conceptual stages of design (Gallaher et al., 2006 , Holzer, 2007 . Furthermore, when exact options and specifications are unknown, such methods as multidisciplinary optimization (Bailing & Rawlings, 2000) and parametric analysis may be inappropriate (Pahl et al., 2007) . We seek to find a more flexible and creative method that can capture a greater variety of conceptual design problems that are potentially more difficult to capture with methods that require such precision.
Describing these types of multi-decision, multi-objective processes requires formal language. Kam's (2005) AEC ontology describes a basic element of a decision -an option, as a "decision choice in its most detailed form." Design is the process of choosing from among different options. Options include a certain type of window, the use of solar panels to produce energy, or a particular architectural layout. Deriving from breakdown structures and as part of the conversion view, we group options into topics. Topics are "decision categories" that represent sub-decisions that must be made as part of a larger project scenario. The option of solar panels might fall under the topic, "energy production system." Multiple options selected from different topics and aggregated to form a product are called alternatives. An example of an alternative might be a certain choice of window in conjunction with the choice of solar panels. Haymaker and Chachere (2008) define objectives as the public, explicit, and all encompassing set of stakeholder-defined objectives, preferences and design constraints that apply to a project. We have defined an interaction in flexible and intuitive terms meaningful for conceptual design: a combination of two options yielding effects not represented when options are analyzed individually (i.e. the total is greater -or less thanthe sum of its parts). Using this synthetic lexicon, we can more specifically state our overall aim. Namely, our method wishes to facilitate the exploration of a broad range of options and interactions within and between discrete topics in search of valuable alternatives as defined by evaluation with respect to project objectives. To maintain consistency and clarity moving forward, we will exclusively use this language.
We have determined that a successful process will integrate three engineering views and facilitate breaking down a decision into topics and then building creative and valuable alternatives from options within those topics by considering interactions during conceptual design. Thus, we define the following characteristics of each engineering view that help to accomplish this aim. 
Metrics for Evaluation of Design Space Exploration
Building on a theoretical review of design space metrics described in (Clevenger & Haymaker, 2009) , we use five metrics described below and summarized in Table 2 to help understand the extent to which a particular design process achieves these aims.
Design Space Sampling (DSS) is the fraction of alternatives considered divided by the total number of alternatives possible. Although exploring a greater percentage of the design space does not explicitly guarantee finding better alternatives, past research shows that this is true in many cases (Akin, 2001 , Sutton, 2002 , Weber & Condoor, 1998 , Ïpek et al., 2006 .
Objective Space Quality (OSQ) measures how well a design process explored a broad and well-defined set of project objectives. This metric encompasses two measures: the number of objectives involved, and the rationality of those objectives, as covered in Edvardsson (2005) . Since our specific work does not focus on the generation -and in turn the quality or rationality -of project objectives, we will focus only on the number of objectives considered. OSQ is calculated as a percentage of objectives considered compared to an ideal set of objectives; this method gives more information than simply counting the number of objectives included in analysis, although both convey generally the same idea. To specify this "ideal" set, we defer to previously discussed methods of Green (1994) and Haymaker and Chachere (2006) , as these methods do the most to engage a defined set of stakeholders in search of a broadest possible conception of project objectives.
Interaction Quotient (IQ) is the percentage of interactions noted by designers compared to the total number of interactions possible (defined as the product of the number of options in each topic). Even though we seek a methodology that gives design teams the ability to note every interaction, they are certainly not required to do so, and thus IQ provides some measure of how thorough a process is in documenting interactions.
Interaction-Goal Quotient (IGQ) measures how many different goals deemed by designers to be of consequence for each interaction noted. We seek the ability to note different consequences for every potential goal in search of greater value. IGQ is calculated as the average number of goals analyzed as part of interactions. Time (T) measures how long a method requires, given the number of options, goals, and interactions. Any conceptual design process must weigh the benefits in increased design knowledge with the time and resources that must be devoted to the method. Given the scope of our research, however, the most important application of this metric will be to understand whether it is the mechanics of the methodology or in the time needed to complete the methodology that underlie values obtained for the previous four metrics.
Notably, the first metric helps quantify how well we have managed the conversion view, the second how well we have managed the value view, and last three how well we have managed the flow view.
For each of these three engineering views, there exist examples of tools that successfully manage them. Through identification of these tools, we can pinpoint their existing strengths and shortcomings and -in the context of our theoretical framework -describe how a process might be "better."
Points of Departure: Design Management Systems
After defining exactly what aims we wish to address, at which point in the design process we wish to do so, and with which language we will discuss them, we can now formulate a well-defined research question:
What is a multidisciplinary conceptual design method to explicitly search, manage, and evaluate integrated solution spaces with respect to objectives in search of valuable tradespaces of alternatives?
This question specifically addresses the problem we have formulated. "Multidisciplinary" conveys the importance of communication between disciplines, as supported by flexible methods. "Conceptual design" encompasses the significance of increased design knowledge and freedom at the beginning stages of design, as well as grounded notions of conceptual design expressed in mechanical engineering and cognitive psychology literature. "Search, manage, and evaluate" mirror the conversion, flow, and value views of engineering, since we mean to search sets of options defined in the conversion view, manage interactions in the flow view, and evaluate integrated alternatives in the value view. Finally, the distinction between solution spaces and trade spaces defines the starting and ending points of our method in terms of the stages of a design process.
Multi-Attribute, Collaborative Design, Analysis and Decision Integration (MACDADI, Haymaker & Chachere, 2006) specifies the building of six design models to explicitly define organizations, objectives, preferences options, impacts, and value. MACDADI manages the value view by engaging with stakeholders to define objectives and then defines normalizing metrics for designers to evaluate potential options and alternatives. MACDADI helps to break down decisions and responsibilities into options and topics, but does not allow for the recombination and evaluation of different combinations, thus only partially managing the conversion view. Without this representation of project breakdown structures, MACDADI does provide explicit frameworks for teamwork and communication, but it lacks a method to note interactions between hierarchically defined tasks and elements, thus not fully satisfying the flow view. Nonetheless, MACDADI's explicit value management capabilities will serve as the organizing framework of our new method. Pugh's (1981) Controlled Convergence method uses a matrix to rate potential "concepts" (alternatives) against a pre-determined set of project criteria, thus satisfying the value view. After evaluation, the method encourages multiple iterations where designers combine concepts that may have complementary strengths and weaknesses in search of a concept that best satisfies all project objectives. Although the method encourages the recombination of options to form alternatives, like MACDADI, it does not provide an explicit or systematic method for doing so. Furthermore, it does not systematically note rationale (e.g. interactions) for combinations of options that compose these alternatives. Thus, it cannot completely satisfy the conversion view or the flow view. (Haymaker, Chachere, and Senescu, 2008) Strategy Generation Tables (Howard, 1988) satisfy the conversion view by hierarchically breaking down and representing decisions as made up of topics, their constituent options, and aggregated alternatives. For example, in Figure 3 below, choosing one option from each of the topics labeled in the top row composes an alternative focused on the idea of "Service Business," as written at left. By expressing this "Strategy Theme," Strategy Generation Tables acknowledge that different alternatives present different value propositions. However, they do not use an explicit framework to rationally justify such labels with respect to project objectives. Thus, we say that the method only partially manages the value view. We also note that Strategy Generation Tables do not represent interactions (or more generally, information flow) between options, therefore failing to manage the flow view. In essence, we hope to create a framework that fills in the absence of explicit objectives and explicit interactions currently implicit in the lines and boxes within a Strategy Table. Figure 3. Example of a Strategy-Generation Table (Howard, 1988) The Design Structure Matrix ideal information flow within a project (e.g. Yassine and Braha represents what tasks or decisions contain information that should be used in other tasks or decisions. For example, in Figure  information from the element denoted by the column heading is needed by the element denoted by the column heading. As shown, the "X" in column B and row C denotes that C needs information from B, or more simply, that elements B and C interact in at least important way and require some level of integrated decision making. DSM explicitly acknowledges interactions between decomposed project elements, and in doing so, helps to make sense of a hierarchical breakdown structure. Thus, it provides a concise satisfying both conversion and flow views of a process. DSM does not, however, manage the value view. No information is explicitly conveyed regarding the nature of noted interactions with respect to any project objectives.
Morphological Matrices, first formalized by Zwicky (1948) , have long been used to improve conceptual generation phases in design. Similar to strategy tables, they specify functions (topics, in our language) and solutions (options) in columns and rows, and designers then compose alternatives by picking one solution from each function (one option for each topic) (Pahl et al., 2007) . Morphological matrices still do not explicitly note interactions between options, thus only achieving partial management of the flow view. Like st tables, morphological matrices do not manage the value view, since little to no information is conveyed -other than potential feasibility alternatives with respect to objectives. Weas ' and Campbell's (2004) provides another fundamental point of departure by visually and explicitly supporting breakdown structures through circles (representing topics) and dots within them (representing constituent options). Furthermore, these options are presented in a similar to DSM, in which pair wise combinations are checked for interactions affecting feasibility. However, AIDA lacks notions of stakeholder objectives and value, both in its treatment of individual options and their interactions. AIDA thus exe of the conversion and flow views but lacks management of the value view.
Design Structure Matrix (DSM) methodology uses matrices to visually represent nformation flow within a project (e.g. Yassine and Braha, 2003) . It visually represents what tasks or decisions contain information that should be used in other tasks or decisions. For example, in Figure 4 below, an "X" in any given box represents that information from the element denoted by the column heading is needed by the element denoted by the column heading. As shown, the "X" in column B and row C denotes that C needs information from B, or more simply, that elements B and C interact in at least important way and require some level of integrated decision making. DSM explicitly acknowledges interactions between decomposed project elements, and in doing so, helps to make sense of a hierarchical breakdown structure. Thus, it provides a concise satisfying both conversion and flow views of a process. DSM does not, however, manage the value view. No information is explicitly conveyed regarding the nature of noted interactions with respect to any project objectives.
, first formalized by Zwicky (1948) , have long been used to improve conceptual generation phases in design. Similar to strategy tables, they specify functions (topics, in our language) and solutions (options) in columns and rows, and designers then se alternatives by picking one solution from each function (one option for each 2007). Morphological matrices still do not explicitly note interactions between options, thus only achieving partial management of the flow view. Like st tables, morphological matrices do not manage the value view, since little to no information other than potential feasibility -about the performance of interactions and alternatives with respect to objectives.
Design Structure Matrix (Whitney et al., 1995) .
Weas ' and Campbell's (2004) Analysis of Interconnected Decision Areas provides another fundamental point of departure by visually and explicitly supporting breakdown structures through circles (representing topics) and dots within them (representing constituent options). Furthermore, these options are presented in a similar to DSM, in which pair wise combinations are checked for interactions affecting feasibility. However, AIDA lacks notions of stakeholder objectives and value, both in its treatment of individual options and their interactions. AIDA thus exemplifies management of the conversion and flow views but lacks management of the value view. It visually represents what tasks or decisions contain information that should be used in other tasks below, an "X" in any given box represents that information from the element denoted by the column heading is needed by the element denoted by the column heading. As shown, the "X" in column B and row C denotes that C needs information from B, or more simply, that elements B and C interact in at least one important way and require some level of integrated decision making. DSM explicitly acknowledges interactions between decomposed project elements, and in doing so, helps to make sense of a hierarchical breakdown structure. Thus, it provides a concise way of satisfying both conversion and flow views of a process. DSM does not, however, manage the value view. No information is explicitly conveyed regarding the nature of noted , first formalized by Zwicky (1948) , have long been used to improve conceptual generation phases in design. Similar to strategy tables, they specify functions (topics, in our language) and solutions (options) in columns and rows, and designers then se alternatives by picking one solution from each function (one option for each 2007). Morphological matrices still do not explicitly note interactions between options, thus only achieving partial management of the flow view. Like strategy tables, morphological matrices do not manage the value view, since little to no information about the performance of interactions and
Analysis of Interconnected Decision Areas (AIDA) provides another fundamental point of departure by visually and explicitly supporting breakdown structures through circles (representing topics) and dots within them (representing constituent options). Furthermore, these options are presented in a matrix similar to DSM, in which pair wise combinations are checked for interactions affecting feasibility. However, AIDA lacks notions of stakeholder objectives and value, both in its mplifies management of the conversion and flow views but lacks management of the value view. Kam's (2005) Decision Dashboard (DD) utilizes colored boxes and lines to represent breakdown of Options into Topics and aggregation into Alternatives, as well as the evaluation of those elements to project Objectives. In doing so, DD satisfies the conversion view. However, similar to Controlled Convergence and AIDA, DD does not explicitly represent the impact of interactions, nor does it provide for an overall calculation of project value from individual evaluations of Options. DD also lacks explicit lines of communication that help facilitate the creation of its visual maps, and thus in sum, it fails to satisfy the flow view and only partially satisfies the value view.
Quality Function Deployment (QFD, Akao, 2004) explicitly derives technical requirements from customer desires, using multiple matrices in a successively more detailed "House of Quality" to systematically break down products and processes for design solutions, thus partially satisfying the conversion and value views. Since QFD focuses only on such breakdown and not on aggregation of options into multiple alternatives -nor comparison of those alternatives through explicit value calculations -it can only partially satisfy these views. QFD explicitly denotes interactions between organizational functions and technical assemblies in a matrix similar to DSM, thus both demonstrating their importance and partially satisfying the flow view.
We summarize our review of current literature and methods in the Points of Departure Matrix (Table 2) . A black "X" signifies that a method fully satisfies a requirement; a gray "X" signifies that a method partially or incompletely satisfies a requirement, and a blank entry means that a method does not fulfill that requirement. We desire to create a column with a method that has a black "X" in every row. 
Multi-Attribute Interaction Design
Multi-Attribute Interaction Design Multi characterizations of conceptual design discussed earlier in (Weber (Pahl et al., 2007) . To satisfy our proposed requirements within this context, we draw upon and combine the strengths of existing methodologies discussed earlier. A process view of MAID is presented in Figure   Figure 5 . Multi-Attribute Interaction Design (MAID)
In steps 1 and 2, (Haymaker and Chachere 2006) and Green (1994) detail the development of organization and objective models. This information will be integrated with analysis of options and their impacts at the bottom of the hexagon in order to calculate alternatives at the end of the process.
It is in this bottom section that MAID proposes a new and improved methodology. First, it allows designers to explicitly and hierarchically organize options within topics to manage the conversion view (steps 3 and 4). Pahl and Kunz (2006) define specific methods for creating topics through functions, sub functions, and breakdown structures. Second, as in MACDADI, design teams analyze options individually with respect to project objectives (step 5). In this step, options are ranked on a scale from -3 to 3, according to metrics that can be developed to varying levels of specificity as per MACDADI. Although such a ranking system may be arbitrary to some degree, Pahl (2006) points out that quantifying all parameters during conceptual design is impossible, and thus qualitative judgments should be made on the basis of metrics and design intuition. Pahl adds, "Though the attribution of points raises problems, it
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Attribute Interaction Design (MAID) Process
It is in this bottom section that MAID proposes a new and improved methodology. First, it allows designers to explicitly and hierarchically organize options within topics to manage (steps 3 and 4). Pahl et al., (2007) and Weber and Condoor and Kunz (2006) define specific methods for creating topics through functions, sub functions, and breakdown structures. Second, as in MACDADI, design teams analyze th respect to project objectives (step 5). In this step, options are 3 to 3, according to metrics that can be developed to varying levels of specificity as per MACDADI. Although such a ranking system may be arbitrary to some e, Pahl (2006) points out that quantifying all parameters during conceptual design is impossible, and thus qualitative judgments should be made on the basis of metrics and design intuition. Pahl adds, "Though the attribution of points raises problems, it 13 Attribute Interaction Design (MAID) builds on & Condoor, 1998) and ). To satisfy our proposed requirements within this context, we draw he strengths of existing methodologies discussed earlier. A process
In steps 1 and 2, (Haymaker and Chachere 2006) and Green (1994) detail the development of organization and objective models. This information will be integrated with analysis of options and their impacts at the bottom of the hexagon in order to calculate the value of It is in this bottom section that MAID proposes a new and improved methodology. First, it allows designers to explicitly and hierarchically organize options within topics to manage Condoor (1998), and Kunz (2006) define specific methods for creating topics through functions, subfunctions, and breakdown structures. Second, as in MACDADI, design teams analyze th respect to project objectives (step 5). In this step, options are 3 to 3, according to metrics that can be developed to varying levels of specificity as per MACDADI. Although such a ranking system may be arbitrary to some e, Pahl (2006) points out that quantifying all parameters during conceptual design is impossible, and thus qualitative judgments should be made on the basis of metrics and design intuition. Pahl adds, "Though the attribution of points raises problems, it is not advisable to evaluate too timidly during the design phase." Rating options assigned to separate topics with respect to project objectives integrates conversion and value views. Notably, for some options, their "goodness" is determined in large pa made about other topics; this is the motivation behind future steps in the MAID methodology that analyze interactions between options.
To facilitate integrated design, MAID then prompts design teams to identify and analyze potential interactions between options (step 6). By using a matrix similar to DSM and AIDA, designers can visually pick out combinations of options for which integrated design is important (Figure 6 , Left). It is important to note that there exist both positive a negative interactions; both should be noted as a means of facilitating creative and value based design. By explicitly noting interactions between options within topics, this step manages both conversion and flow views. To impart value management, MAID asks designers explicitly think about the specific objective(s) for which the relevant interaction has effects (step 7). Interactions are rated on a scale of -2 to 2, where 2 specifies a very positive interaction and negative one. Such constructed scales are justified both in a conceptual design framework (Pahl, 2006) when much information is still unknown (as with interactions) and in the context of normalizing across variety of project objectives measured in (Keeney & von Winterfeldt, 2007) . In this case, when designers recorded an interaction between photovoltaic cells and electric vehicles as elements of an energy system, they were prompted with the screen shown on the right of Figure  research potential was more than simply the sum of their individual ratings, since research on the use of electric vehicles to store excess electricity produced by solar cells at hours of peak sun exposure was proposed by St (EHDD, 2006) . This interaction affected the objective of reducing energy use as well, since if electric vehicles could serve an energy advisable to evaluate too timidly during the design phase." Rating options assigned to separate topics with respect to project objectives integrates conversion and value views. Notably, for some options, their "goodness" is determined in large part by other decisions made about other topics; this is the motivation behind future steps in the MAID methodology that analyze interactions between options.
To facilitate integrated design, MAID then prompts design teams to identify and analyze interactions between options (step 6). By using a matrix similar to DSM and AIDA, designers can visually pick out combinations of options for which integrated design is important (Figure 6 , Left). It is important to note that there exist both positive a negative interactions; both should be noted as a means of facilitating creative and value based design. By explicitly noting interactions between options within topics, this step manages both conversion and flow views.
To impart value management, MAID asks designers explicitly think about the specific objective(s) for which the relevant interaction has effects (step 7). Interactions are 2 to 2, where 2 specifies a very positive interaction andnegative one. Such constructed scales are justified both in a conceptual design framework 2006) when much information is still unknown (as with interactions) and in the context of normalizing across variety of project objectives measured in very different units 2007). In this case, when designers recorded an interaction between photovoltaic cells and electric vehicles as elements of an energy system, they were prompted with the screen shown on the right of Figure 6 . Here, they noted that their research potential was more than simply the sum of their individual ratings, since research on the use of electric vehicles to store excess electricity produced by solar cells at hours of peak sun exposure was proposed by Stanford faculty in the Green Dorm Feasibility Study 2006) . This interaction affected the objective of reducing energy use as well, since if electric vehicles could serve an energy-storing purpose, then more of the energy 14 advisable to evaluate too timidly during the design phase." Rating options assigned to separate topics with respect to project objectives integrates conversion and value views.
rt by other decisions made about other topics; this is the motivation behind future steps in the MAID To facilitate integrated design, MAID then prompts design teams to identify and analyze interactions between options (step 6). By using a matrix similar to DSM and AIDA, designers can visually pick out combinations of options for which integrated design is important (Figure 6 , Left). It is important to note that there exist both positive and negative interactions; both should be noted as a means of facilitating creative and valuebased design. By explicitly noting interactions between options within topics, this step To impart value management, MAID asks designers explicitly think about the specific objective(s) for which the relevant interaction has effects (step 7). Interactions are -2 a very negative one. Such constructed scales are justified both in a conceptual design framework 2006) when much information is still unknown (as with interactions) and in the very different units 2007). In this case, when designers recorded an interaction between photovoltaic cells and electric vehicles as elements of an energy system, they were 6. Here, they noted that their research potential was more than simply the sum of their individual ratings, since research on the use of electric vehicles to store excess electricity produced by solar cells at hours of anford faculty in the Green Dorm Feasibility Study 2006). This interaction affected the objective of reducing energy use as well, since storing purpose, then more of the energy production from photovoltaic cells could be used to help reduce energy consumption from other resources (presumably powered by fossil fuels). In short, evaluating interactions based on their impacts on specific project objectives provides more information on the potential impacts of those decisions in order to help find combinations of options that satisfy multiple requirements.
After designers have completed this value step, the cells in the matrix change color to reflect whether the total effect of that specific interaction on all project objectives was positive or negative ( Figure 6 ). In effect, this provides an entirely new method of generating and explaining a DSM matrix, using information in the value view to generate X's in the flow view. By executing these steps for matrices corresponding to different pairs of options, design teams can visualize which topics will require the most collaboration between designers during further stages of design. Explicit and documented rationale will be available to the team throughout the project, helping to motivate and inspire creative configurations of options.
Using data entered up until this point, MAID uses Strategy Tables and Morphological
Matrices to motivate the selection alternatives (step 8). Design teams can choose combinations of options, as shown in Figure 7 . Alternatives shown in columns are composed of options selected from each topic (one topic per row). As in strategy tables, design teams can title alternatives so as to remind themselves of the reasoning or "themes" behind their choices.
S o l a r C a r H e a t P o w e r e r d G a s P o w e r e d P V M i c r o B a s e l i n e M a i n S o u r c e s P h o t o v o l t a i c G e o t h e rm a l P u m p N a t u ra l G a s P h o t o v o l t a i c N a t u ra l G a s S u p p l e m e n t a r y S o u r c e s E l e c t ri c V e h i c l e s M i c ro t u rb i n e E l e t ri c V e h i c l e s M i c ro t u rb i n e F u e l C e l l W a t e r G re y w a t e r H e a t G re y w a t e r H e a t S o l a r H o t W a t e r S o l a r H o t W a t e r S o l a r H o t W a t e r T o p ic s C h o s e n A lt e r n a t iv e s Figure 7 .
Step 8 of MAID.
As an addition, MAID explicitly calculates the value for each alternative using data already inputted in prior steps (step 9). Although methods of calculating value will vary depending on the specific value model used, we have assumed that project objectives developed in MACDADI meet properties of fundamental objectives proposed by and rationality (Edvardsson, 2005) that justify the use of additive value models (Keeney & von Wintefeldt, 2007) . Thus, just like the generation of a flow view from a value view, MAID expresses the value of alternatives generated from the conversion view of Figure 7 through the charts shown in Figure 8 . In doing so, MAID meets our aim of making explicit and more specific the implicit value proposition present in the "strategy themes," lines, and boxes of strategy tables.
In these summary graphs, the left chart shows the total value of each alternative, as calculated by summing the individual and interactive effects of the constituent options on all the project objectives (the five bars represent the total value of each of the five alternatives). The chart on the right provides more detailed information on the performance of individual alternatives with respect to specific objectives. For instance, for the "Car Solar" option shown in the figure, the alternative was compose photovoltaic arrays and electric cars, and predictably, the data shows a high score for research potential, partly as a result of the interaction the design team denoted in previous steps. This view of project value helps designers to summarize analysis. Since design -and especially conceptual design explicit documentation of each step will help designers return to their original analyses and refine their initial intuitions as new informat In sum, combining strengths of different design tools, MAID provides one framework for designers to creatively and explicitly engage in conceptual design, at once looking at integrated design solutions and integrated
Validation
In order to test MAID's power and generality, we created simple database software in conjunction with a user interface that allows repeatable use and storage of data.
We will look at two case studies for our validation: Stanford Green Dorm projects. After describing the background for each, we describe our application of our metrics to the existing conceptual design processes and compare those results with charettes that use the MA familiar with these projects.
Background
As part of this proposed route of the California High Authority (CHSRA) required a station to be placed either in Palo Alto or Re September 2008, Palo Alto proposed undergrounding the existing tracks, in hopes of selling "air rights" above the existing right alternatives). The chart on the right provides more detailed information on the performance of individual alternatives with respect to specific objectives. For instance, for option shown in the figure, the alternative was composed of both photovoltaic arrays and electric cars, and predictably, the data shows a high score for research potential, partly as a result of the interaction the design team denoted in previous steps. This view of project value helps designers to summarize the many levels of prior and especially conceptual design -is an iterative process, the explicit documentation of each step will help designers return to their original analyses and refine their initial intuitions as new information arises.
We will look at two case studies for our validation: the California High Speed Rail and the Stanford Green Dorm projects. After describing the background for each, we describe our application of our metrics to the existing conceptual design processes and compare those results with charettes that use the MAID methodology with students and professionals As part of this proposed route of the California High-Speed Rail, the High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) required a station to be placed either in Palo Alto or Redwood City. In September 2008, Palo Alto proposed undergrounding the existing tracks, in hopes of selling "air rights" above the existing right-of-way to offset the increased cost of tunneling (Dong Value of "Solar Car" Alternative with Resepect to Goa ls 16 alternatives). The chart on the right provides more detailed information on the performance of individual alternatives with respect to specific objectives. For instance, for d of both photovoltaic arrays and electric cars, and predictably, the data shows a high score for research potential, partly as a result of the interaction the design team denoted in previous the many levels of prior is an iterative process, the explicit documentation of each step will help designers return to their original analyses and
In sum, combining strengths of different design tools, MAID provides one framework for designers to creatively and explicitly engage in conceptual design, at once looking at In order to test MAID's power and generality, we created simple database software in conjunction with a user interface that allows repeatable use and storage of data.
the California High Speed Rail and the Stanford Green Dorm projects. After describing the background for each, we describe our application of our metrics to the existing conceptual design processes and compare those ID methodology with students and professionals Speed Rail, the High Speed Rail dwood City. In September 2008, Palo Alto proposed undergrounding the existing tracks, in hopes of selling way to offset the increased cost of tunneling (Dong, 5 Research Potential Social Life
Value of "Solar Car" Alternative with Resepect to Goa ls 2008). Our analysis of this conceptual design process has resulted in two pitfalls that showcase shortcomings in current practice.
First, Palo Alto narrowed the solution space one decision at a time, considering different and non-explicit sets of project objectives at different points in the process. Faced with two decisions (the choice of above or below ground trains in conjunction with either high or low-density development along the right-of-way), the city had essentially four alternatives to consider. Instead of evaluating each with respect to an agreed upon set of project objectives, Palo Alto chose the underground option for reasons of noise and aesthetics, and subsequently, based on that imposed constraint, chose high-density development for reasons of cost (extra retail space would help pay for the tunnel). In reality, both decisions had consequences for both of these sets of objectives. For example, it is likely that the amount of development needed to offset the cost of tunneling would need to be of greater density and building height than existing Palo Alto zoning ordinances created for aesthetic and noise reasons similar to those that prompted the initial decision to underground the tracks in the first place. Without a systematic method for exploring this solution space, Palo Alto over-constrained the trade space with a decision lacking explicit rationale and potentially resulting in rework (in the form of many community and city council meetings) later in the design process.
Launched in November 2003, the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Stanford University endeavored to build an "evolving", "influential", "flexible", and "desirable" environmentally sustainable facility both for student housing and faculty research (Stanford Green Dorm 2006) . The group's admirable initial description of project goals should be noted, especially as they will relate to subsequent observations about the actual design process. As part of Feasibility Study (EHDD, 2006) from August 2005 to March 2006, Green Dorm designers needed to select a combination of options (i.e. an alternative) for the project and then demonstrate that it could be built to meet project requirements. It should be noted that the Feasibility Study Team was not explicitly tasked with finding a "best" alternative. However, this is not the explicit task of the MAID methodology either. MAID encourages the explicit exploration of a large number of options and objectives. Thus, it is relevant that without an explicit conceptual design framework, the Green Dorm Team neglected to consider many potential combinations of options and their effect on many objectives.
The project team generated two potential alternatives, called "Baseline Green" and "Living Lab." Given the vast number of topics and options involved in the decision, exploring only two alternatives does not allow room for much exploration. Although the constituent options involved were innovative, the exploration of fortuitous combinations was not. In fact, given documented information and the names of the two alternatives, it seems as though there were only two factors the creation of the trade space -novelty of technologies and cost -when, as discussed above, the design team had explicitly noted at least four in their initial meeting. The baseline option minimized cost at the expense of novelty, while the living lab option maximized novelty at the expense of rising costs. Furthermore, by taking an "all or none" approach on this axis, designers neglected to consider possible combinations that could satisfy a broader range of project value (expressed on other, implicit "axes").
In fact, analysis performed by students in a "Goals and Methods of Sustainable Design" class at Stanford tool formally calculated the value of some possible different alternatives. Using the same method as was used to evaluate the "Living Lab" against the "Baseline Green" alternative by Haymaker and Chachere (2006) , the students found a "Solar Electric" alternative with higher overall project value (Corcoran et al., 2008) . By eliminating certain technologies with high costs and overlapping energy production functions, this alternative maximized tradeoffs between research potential, cost, and environmental benefit, thereby achieving greater value. Although this work lacks the necessary precision and rigor to draw complete conclusions, it seems a more systematic MAID methodology may provide a path to finding such alternatives.
Testing and Results
For the scenarios described by the High Speed Rail Project and the Stanford Green Dorm, we gave MAID software to students with knowledge and experience on the specific design problem. As initial tests, these charettes are not meant to prove conclusive data about the consequences of MAID on final designs, but rather, are meant to provide evidence of the power and generality of the method to satisfy our proposed metrics as they relate to the three engineering views.
For the high-speed rail project, we presented users with a design scenario consisting of three topics, each with two options: Location (Palo Alto or Redwood City), Separation of Grade (Above-Ground or Below-Ground Train), and Density of Development (High or Low Density). In this design problem, eight potential alternatives exist, and we take as an ideal set of objectives the fifteen already gathered as part of student projects at Stanford, using MACDADI to engage and consult stakeholders (Roedel et al., 2009 ).
Currently, two documented proposals and analyses relating to this design problem exist: the aforementioned proposal by a visionary group in Palo Alto (named "Process 1"), and the second, an improvement on that analysis by those students at Stanford who developed the project objectives ("Process 2"), but lacked the MAID method. Given the complicated nature of existing design projects, we take for data purposes only analyses explicitly mentioned in design documents. The data from these two case studies, in addition to that gathered during charettes with MAID, are presented in Data shows evidence for three main points. First, MAID facilitates exploration of a greater number of project alternatives, as its DSS value is much greater than that of prior processes. Second, although the OSQ value of the MAID process is less than in the case of Process 2, this is a direct result of constraints of time, not constraints or limitations of the process. By devoting more than one hour to the charette, designers could have easily achieved greater exploration of the objective space in line with improvements in DSS.
Third, and perhaps most notably, values for IQ and IGQ suggest designers' ability to note interactions proved very important. Not only did designers note interactions for all possible combinations of options, but they also noted that each interaction impacted a very high number of project objectives. In all charettes, designers chose to note interaction effects for 100% of potential interactions, and for each of these interactions, they recorded consequences for an average of more than four out of five project objectives. These numbers give further credence to the idea that interactions between options are important in the minds of designers and that they can be explicitly expressed in the deign process. Furthermore, these interactions between deserve attention in the flow and value view, exactly as provided in the MAID methodology.
In the case of the Stanford Green Dorm, we organized two charettes that tackled different topics and options. The first dealt with energy production and site considerations, and the second considered mechanical systems, structural systems, and the inclusion of a living laboratory within the building. Data is complied for the existing process (before MAID) and for the charette (with MAID). Results are presented in Table 4 and In conclusion, charettes show increases on two different projects of five metrics that relate to the three engineering views. Data shows that the MAID methodology facilitates a wider exploration of the solution space, both in terms of options and objectives. Most notably, MAID's ability to note interactions and their effect on project objectives proves useful, at least in terms of the amount of attention given to that step by designers. We now turn to its main contribution to theory.
Claimed Contribution
We claim as a contribution to AEC design theory the development and creation of a flexible and explicit conceptual design methodology that satisfies all the requirements in Table 1 by synthesizing existing methods that do not fully manage such views. MAID's contribution to design theory is relevant given Ballard's and Koskela's (1998) call for more conclusive testing of hypotheses surrounding the effect that management of three engineering views can have on design. Such testing requires methodologies that demonstrate such management. Thus, by providing one example of such a synthetic methodology, MAID makes an important contribution to design theory.
Practical Impact
This paper has defined an observed problem in the AEC industry, formulated a framework with which to solve it, developed a methodology and accompanying software, and then tested that software against proposed metrics and design requirements. We conclude with a discussion of the potential impact of the methodology and possibilities for future research.
Integrated design is a complicated process. No methodology -and certainly not one performed in a few hours -will completely and accurately analyze building systems. Nonetheless, design theory holds that using practical value models for conceptual design, in conjunction with management of conversion and flow views, can increase design knowledge and eventually lead to better buildings (Keeney & von Winterfeldt, 2007b , Ballard & Koskela, 1998 . Further research is needed to prove this conclusively in our case, although current research suggests possibilities for potential impact.
First, MAID increases the number of alternatives explicitly considered by designers, aligning with current thinking that quality is large part a function of quantity of potential designs considered (Sutton, 2002 (Sutton, , Ïpek et al., 2006 , especially in light of increasing design complexity (Haymaker et al., 2008) .
Second, MAID increases the number of objectives explicitly considered during conceptual design, and research by Green (1994) suggests that such value management techniques result in large increases in project value. Furthermore, Green holds that early project team coalescence around explicit objectives helps create a culture of cooperation and "buy in" that proves very useful in all stages of design. For purposes of overcoming obstacles presented by local task responsibility (Ballard & Koskela, 1998) and weak cooperation (Clausing, 1994) that emerge from traditional conversion views of engineering, this provides immense value in its own right.
Third, MAID increases the number and specificity of interactions explicitly identified by designers during conceptual design. These interactions occur between options and tasks assigned -through breakdown structures -to disparate design disciplines that may struggle to collaborate otherwise on key areas of interaction where value may lie (Rechtin, 1991) .
We conclude with a return to our original example of "Tunneling Through the Cost Barrier" illustrating how MAID can systematically help designers find Amory Lovins' synergistically superior design. MAID's primary contribution to existing work is its explicit analysis of interactions and their effect on project objectives. Thus, using MAID software with and without this feature, we will calculate the value of potential alternatives for Amory Lovins' house. Our very simple conceptual design scenario consists of the following topics and options (Figure 9 , Top). Our objectives for the project are those that Lovins mentions: energy efficiency and cost.
Using Lovins' own explanations, we rated these options and their interactions using MAID. Results of our value calculations appear in Figure 9 (bottom), with the least energy efficient options appearing at the left and more energy efficient options at the right of both graphs.
In this case, MAID can indeed help to tunnel through the cost barrier. In the top graph, which represents value calculations without the use of interactions, it is clear that the best performing alternatives are not the most energy efficient, and in fact, moving from left to right, designers looking to make improvements might stop at the second alternative when they find that value decreases for the third. Under the theory of diminishing marginal returns, these are exactly the results that Lovins cites in his discussion. In the bottom graph, which represents value calculations that take interactions into account, it is clear that the most energy efficient options on the right of the graph also provide the best value. Even in this simple scenario, MAID's explicit method for integrated design proves powerful in giving systematic guidance for generating creative and valuable design alternatives. 
Conclusion
Even as we note our preliminary successes in tunneling through existing barriers in AEC design, we acknowledge that integrated design presents more of a challenge than simply calculating numbers in different ways. In many cases, the specific output of such methods may be less significant in relation to the discussion that they help to motivate. When conducted in efficient and practical ways, communication among multidisciplinary teams can almost always produce better built environments.. Simply by their very existence, structures that facilitate this communication can help take advantage of these important opportunities. Through our careful creation of one of these frameworks, we hope to have contributed to this important effort. In su la t io n W in d o w s A p p lia n c e s H V A C "B a s ic " In s u la tio n Sing le P a n e "B a s ic " A p plia nc e s R e g u la r Size d H V A C "B e tte r" Ins u la tio n D o ub le P a ne , L ow -E E n e rg y Sta r A p p lia n c e s R e d uc e d Size d H V A C
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